DIGITALLY
DESIGN
HSE

Helping you get started with
digital HSE management

Your tasks:
		

Multiple obligations

		

Complex responsibilities

		

Increasing risks

Our offer:
		

Legal security and auditing reliability

		

Transparency

		

Practical, user-focused digitisation

		

Easy integration of all participants

Create clarity

Create transparency

eplas makes fulfilment of complex obligations and

eplas makes data uniform and valid. Data is linked

Shaping digitisation
together

procedures easy. We precisely map your HSE requi-

via the various HSE disciplines. Relationships, con-

You know your company and you know how your

rements. There is no reduction of regulations, but

nections and effects become transparent; necessa-

employees "tick". Our advisors have the implemen-

also no additional and unnecessary one either. eplas

ry actions become logically consequent. The possi-

tation experience and eplas has the technological

always informs responsible individuals about upco-

bility to retrieve information and audit at the touch

prerequisites. Together, we digitise your HSE pro-

ming tasks in good time. When processing tasks, all

of a button is no longer a dream, but a reality. The

cesses. When doing so, it is important to us that your

documents and data can be accessed directly from

prerequisite for moving from reactive to active HSE

tasks are made easier, that you have room for op-

the respective task. Everyone immediately knows

management has been created.

timisation and that your employees are integrated

what needs to be done.

into the new processes simply and intuitively.

Your benefits
with eplas

Modules for
occupational safety

Health management
Preventative occupational
medical care
Manage your preventative occupational medical
care and maintain your legally prescribed preventative care log. Plan and document your offered,

Operating instructions

intelligent scheduling and room planning functions,

Hazardous substance
management

This module allows you to create and manage uni-

Working and operating
resources

The risk assessment in eplas works exactly as you

Training/
qualification management

need it to. Whether it be in the classic way via the

Efficient approach to the organisation and imple-

which actively support and significantly facilitate

Hazardous substance register, substitution tests, ap-

fied, legally compliant and up-to-date operating

What tools, operating resources or PPE are in circu-

respective professional association’s factor menu,

mentation of qualifications, training, instruction

processes for employees, managers and occupatio-

plication-specific hazard assessments, safety data

instructions for the entire company. Provide all em-

lation? When are tests due and where are they do-

or with adapted, individually optimised structures.

and briefings through the use of e-learning, trai-

nal physicians.

sheets – it is good to have simple solutions for com-

ployees and managers with audit-proof documen-

cumented? Which inventory needs to be renewed?

Or completely focused on the user as a dynamic

ning classes and blended learning (the combina-

plete interrelationships. And why not also benefit

tation at any time and easily increase the safety of

It would be great if you could avoid using paper and

checklist?

tion of training classes and e-learning).

Accident & incident management

from the eplas "Hazardous Substance Shop"?

all people in the company.

Excel to answer these questions.

Risk assessment

mandatory and desired preventative care using the

With eplas accident and incident management, you
can document all accidents, near-accidents and other incidents in a clear and auditable manner. Take
advantage of the possibilities offered by our module
and work through the accident process in a structured and documented manner, from recording and
official accident reports through to follow-up management, including accident statistics.

Experience
Infinite possibilities

PREV. OCC.
CARE

Audit management
Audits & inspections

ACCIDENT/
INCIDENT
MANAGEMENT
HAZARDOUS
SUBSTANCE
MANAGEMENT

TRAINING

Templates for HSE and QM inspection logs can be
easily created with eplas; they can then be retrieved

EXIT

and edited on site via tablet. Photo function and
automatic measures management included. Digiti-

Compliance management

Visitor management

In a world full of rights, regulations and obligations –

Administer visitors without great effort. Easy to

regularly, they can be planned and assigned using

whether they originate externally or internally – you

use management tool, which allows visitors to

audit management. Automatic audit planning with

need focus. Employees – in particular those with

enter relevant data effortlessly and can easily

a rolling assignment of auditors is also possible.

specialist or management responsibilities – must be

create visitor IDs – also with a photo if required.

Checklists & workflows

able to see their obligations clearly and at a glance.

sation can be so simple. If audits will be carried out

ME!

WELCO

QUALIFICATIONS
MANAGEMENT

Inspections, briefings, incident reports, entries for the
use of new hazardous substances etc. – in the areas of
work and health protection there are a large amount of
checklists, forms and approval processes. With eplas,
you can easily map these digitally. This gives you transparency, saves working time, allows you to supply information at any time and provides you with data that
can be evaluated at the touch of a button.

OPERATING
INSTRUCTIONS

RISK
ASSESSMENT

WORK &
OPERATING
RESOURCES

ENTRY
DASHBOARD/
REPORTING

COMPLIANCE
MANAGEMENT
AUDITS/
INSPECTION
CHECKLISTS/
WORKFLOWS

VISITOR
MANAGEMENT
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Achieve
a lot together

The eplas APP!
Always with you, even on the road
Incident reports

Digitisation
Everybody's talking about digitisation. Many have

Data distribution, information, tasks, decisions,

concepts. We have a solution that has proven itself

feedback – you can design processes yourself with

in practice.

the process editor and eplas will execute them

Take, for instance, the fact that eplas allows you to

automatically and save each step in an audit-proof

easily display your current forms, inspection proto-

manner. Specifications, DIN standards and com-

cols, applications and routing slips as digital forms.

pany objectives are not only digitally documented,

Data is no longer recorded on paper, but rather di-

but also digitally automated. Many solutions have

rectly (e.g. via tablet or smartphone). And of course

an app. eplas IS the app. We employ the latest

this is also possible offline in areas where there is

technologies within it. Do you want to know more?

neither a mobile network nor WiFi.

– Talk to us.

Inspection logs
Audit results
Online and offline
and much more via
smartphone or tablet

The eplas
Dashboard

Precise fit
with no hidden costs

Service
Quality
Future

Intuitive operation

Easy to understand

Company management, executives, HSE manage-

With eplas, you can centrally manage all infor-

ment, safety specialists, employees – a wide range

mation relevant to occupational health and safe-

of roles require fast and comprehensible access to

ty and make it available quickly and separately to

information and data. The eplas Dashboard allows

those affected. That is the principle of eplas! The

you to generate role-related information and work

Dashboard as central control surface: here you

views. The user in question can also further indivi-

can see at a glance what still needs to be done

dualise these if they so wish.

and which items are due or overdue.

SaaS/hosting certified according to:

ISO 9001
ISO 14001
ISO 20000
ISO 22301
ISO 27001
ISO 27017
ISO 27018

SaaS or on-Premise?

Your individual eplas

You have good reasons for your IT strategy and they

eplas offers you the full range of HSE topics. Howe-

are important to us. You are therefore free to deci-

ver, a full switchover is not always possible or sen-

de whether you want to support eplas in your own IT

sible. No problem. All modules can be used individu-

infrastructure (on-premise) or whether we can host

ally or in any combination. You do not need a basic

eplas for you (SaaS). The license costs remain the

module and can add further modules to the licensed

same for you. Rent or purchase? The licensing of the

scope at any time without additional installation ef-

modules is modular and you can choose between the

fort.

rental model and the purchase model. Regardless of
whether you use eplas as an SaaS solution or on-premise.

eplas guarantees gapless
and legally compliant documentation.

Benefit
from eplas

The right solution for
all departments at all times

Hazardous Substance Shop
In the midst of a digital revolution, it is irritating that,
day after day, many companies still have to manually enter identical data from identical safety data
sheets into in Excel or another database to create an

Topic shop

individual hazardous substances register. It will pro-

Why keep reinventing the wheel? Profit from our

The offer is rounded out with, among other

bably still take some time for electronic exchange

training library. Via the eplas topic shop, you can ac-

things, topics from the areas of "Data Protec-

cess over 150 training topics from various cross-sec-

eplas is easy to use thanks
to its intuitive usability in the
application.

Workspaces/departments
The organisational structuring of eplas is carried out

Receive the required data records and documents.

formats such as SDSComXML to establish them-

via Org-Structure and a parallel organisational unit

The possible assignment of disciplinary and organi-

tion", "Environmental Protection", "Compliance"

selves. Work more efficiently and benefit from the

structure, e.g. for locations, buildings, rooms, machi-

sational responsibilities enables you to easily map

toral topic areas. In addition to classics such as "Ge-

or even the "Medical Environment". Many topics

more than 500 hazardous substances currently sto-

nes and plants. In conjunction with the far-reaching

complex authorisation structures, which also allows

neral Safety Instruction Pursuant to Regulation 1 of

are also available in several languages such as

red in our Hazardous Substances Shop. You can im-

role and rights concept, the structuring possibilities

you to set up departmental responsibilities.

the German Social Accident Insurance", "Personal

English, Polish, Romanian, Russian and Italian.

port the data records of the hazardous substances

give every user – no matter in which department –

Protective Equipment" and "Forklift Trucks" are also

Other languages are available upon request.

you use, including safety data sheets, simply and at

available for more specific topics such as "Safety for

You benefit from our update service in the event

the push of a button. Here, too, you benefit from our

Fitters and Maintenance Staff", "Order Pickers” or

of any legal changes: we keep the training up to

update service in the event of changes.

"Wheel Loaders".

date and inform you of any changes.

eplas allows cross-departmental exchange.

precise access to the work areas.

"eplas helped us to design our processes uni-

"Thanks to eplas, we were able to structure

"Our work with Jochen Blöcher GmbH is cha-

formly within the EEW Group and to make

occupational safety in a much better way.

racterised to a large extent by a trusting re-

Welcome to the team

them legally compliant. Starting with the ne-

Employees can then complete their trai-

lationship that has grown over many years.

cessary training in the field of occupational

ning as they wish. Managers always have an

The essential advantages of eplas for our

safety, we now use various other products to

overview of all tasks relating to occupational

company are speed, planning and evaluation

offers a partnership-likesense of cohesion

When implementing eplas in your company, we work together to make your goals and

implement our goals. As an elementary tool

safety. The ease of operation increases the

possibilities as well as significantly increased

– both within the company as well as in

ideas a reality. By participating in events such as our eplas campus and our expert work-

of our management system, eplas saves us

willingness of managers to work on industri-

legal security. For us, these advantages have

dealings with customers and partners. The

shops, you can become a part of eplas’ continuing development. Every module, every fea-

a lot of time when creating documents for

al safety topics. The use of eplas has reduced

arisen over many years as an added value;

company was founded in 2000 as a sole

ture, every function in eplas carries in its DNA the firm desire to achieve something extra-

system management and tracking necessary

the paper and file mountain in the company,

this is down to the fact that the modules ne-

proprietorship and changed its legal form to

ordinary together with and for our customers.

measures at all process levels. Jochen Blöcher

as many documents no longer have to be

cessary for us are linked together in one sys-

GmbH is our expert contact and solution fin-

printed out. We receive fast, uncomplicated

tem and our individual, already very special

der."

and goal-oriented assistance with any prob-

requirements have been implemented again

Heino Taube – HSE-Manager
EEW-Group

lems."

and again in the form of new, innovative so-

Thomas Heenen - Safety and Environment
LEMKEN GmbH & Co. KG

lutions.”

Jochen Blöcher GmbH
Jochen Blöcher GmbH is a company that

a limited liability company in 2005. The move
to new headquarters in 2010 followed by
an extension with a second building (which
features a nursery for the under-threes, a
fitness-room, ergonomic workplaces and
renewable energy) in 2017 symbolises the
steady yet organic growth of our company.

Your Jochen Blöcher

Jochen Hermes – Management Representative
Gerhardi GmbH

Jochen Blöcher GmbH
Dillenburger Straße 78
35685 Dillenburg - Manderbach
Tel. +49 (0) 27 71 87 97 - 0
info@eplas.net

Discover something new now!
Get to know eplas without obligation.

www.eplas.net

